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Re: Con

Dear Sir / Madam

half of ACT
TEO, AFEP and MEDE
EF, we are
e writing in response to the consultation
On beh
relating to “Conside
erations of materiality iin financial reporting” (the Consulttation).
As a prreliminary to
o respondin
ng to the Co
onsultation,, we would like to provvide you with some
brief background in
nformation about
a
the o rganisations we repres
sent:
• ACT
TEO is the “A
Association
n for the parrticipation of
o French co
ompanies inn the harmo
onisation
of intternational accounting” (preparer organisatio
on) which re
epresents nnearly 60 members,
m
including the va
ast majority
y of the CA
AC 40 group
ps, and acrross many different se
ectors of
activvity.
• AFEP
EP - “Associa
ation des Entreprises
E
P
Privées” – represents
r
at present m
more than 90
9 of the
top p
private sector companies operatin
ng in France
e. The purp
pose of AFE
EP is to pre
esent the
viewss of large French co
ompanies to
o internatio
onal instituttions and bbodies, and
d to the
French authorities, mainly with regard
d to the drafting of no
on-industry--specific leg
gislation,
notab
bly on finan
ncial affairs.
DEF is the French
F
Bus
siness Conffederation: the leading network off businessm
men and
• MED
wom
men in Francce.

Our views
The need for guidance
The concept of materiality has been in existence for a very long time and is recognised in
most bodies of GAAP, not just IFRS. We think that the concept is sufficiently well
understood by preparers, auditors and users, and is applied reasonably consistently. In our
view no clarification is required in addition to what it currently included in IFRS.
We therefore do not think that ESMA should issue any guidance concerning the materiality
concept. As it is currently defined in the IFRS Framework and in the FASB’s Conceptual
Framework (and summarised on page 6 of the consultation document), materiality is an
entity-specific concept, to be judged in the context of an entity’s financial statements.
We fully support the IASB’s and the FASB’s decision not to specify a uniform quantitative
threshold and believe that ESMA should reach the same conclusion.
Materiality should be assessed in the context of the specific circumstances and therefore
should not be standardized, but rather only explained and defined on the basis of principles.
We suspect that a proliferation of rules (that is, more detailed guidance) can have the
negative effect of encouraging the search for loopholes and discouraging the use of
judgement about what is really important information for the user.
The need for disclosure about materiality
In respect of the need for disclosures about materiality, we are opposed to incorporating any
additional notes in the accounting policy section of financial statements for the following
primary reasons:
-

Materiality is an explicit and implicit notion already integrated in the IFRS standards (and
Framework): the IFRS compliance statement is therefore sufficient and adequate
disclosure.

-

Any additional explicit disclosures that could be required, would certainly lead
companies to provide a list of quantitative indicators, which would be contrary to a
principle-based definition that we want to see maintained. We think that the principlebased approach is more efficient and leads to more helpful information for the user.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require further information or explanation,
Yours faithfully,
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